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Editor's Note
Hello ZOU Student,
Welcome to the first semester of 2022 and the ODEL Voice
Issue #5! Your newsletter is growing and there is no stopping
the growth trajectory. This issue has exciting stories written
by the students for the students, this is what makes us
unique in that all our stories are organic and home-grown!
Some of us have been busy with assignments and now we
must prepare for exams, we cannot afford to lose focus. The
emphasis remains that students must focus on their studies,
and generation of knowledge products. The academic journey
is not an easy one but is one that we must all take. In a
globalized economy, ZOU cannot afford to remain stagnant;
we encourage the authorities to strive to move forward.
Moving forward is a mammoth task, especially against a
background of scarce resources and massive competing
priorities; the propensity for lethargy is not farfetched.
Learning under COVID protocols is not easy, we thank the
Almighty God that the COVID position has been relaxed the
world over. Let us remain vigilant as COVID is still a national
security issue.
Zimbabwe goes to elections on the 26th of March to fill in
vacant political posts, let us continue praying for peace,
tolerance, and prosperity for our great country.
In international news, Russia has invaded Ukraine. Let us
pray for peace in the world as wars bring unnecessary loss of
life. The world cannot afford another human calamity side by
side with COVID19.
This paper wishes you grace and success in your exams this
semester. Remember, to mask up, sanitize, and always
maintain social distancing!
Twalumba kapati loko!
Temba Munsaka, the demented scribe

NKOSANA
PULLEN
Harare - Chitungwiza
SRC President

SRC ELECTIONS
HARARE-CHITUNGWIZA REGION SRC ELECTION FEVER IS
OVER AS PULLEN WAS REWARDED FOR BEING A SERVANT
LEADER
By Tsitsi Mpofu and Tinashe Muchuri
The long-awaited Student Representative Council (SRC)
election for Harare-Chitungwiza Region was held on
Wednesday, March 9, at the region’s campus at the
Harare Main Zimpost Office.
Unlike the previous elections held before the outbreak of
the deadly novel COVID-19 pandemic, where a lot of
interest was displayed by the contestants and the voters,
this edition was gloomy with a few students showing
interest in the voting process. The election was severely
hit by voter apathy.
As others were casting their votes, others were busy with
their studies in the Wi-fi arena and near the polling
station, some students were queuing for University IDs.
Some of those who cast their votes were also seen
mingling with each other as they waited for election
results.
Students were encouraged to cast their votes by the
outgoing Harare-Chitungwiza President and his team
together with the members of the National SRC. HarareChitungwiza students ululated raising the morale of
students as they made their entrance. Students cheered,
shouting on top of their voices but late afternoon it was
back to normal. The outgoing SRC President addressed
students who were in the Wi-Fi area urging them to vote
and work with the incoming team.
Student Advisors, the Administrator, the Deputy Regional
Director, and staff members professionally handled the
election fairly.

SRC ELECTIONS
Crusaders of Transformation (COT) led by Nkosana
Pullen appeared more organized than the Student's
Pragmatic Advancement for Commitment (SPARC) led by
Guidance Bateson. ODEL News caught up with both the
presidential contestants and asked them to comment on
how they come up with their teams.
The always smiling incoming President, Nkosana Pullen
of COT said he had a thorough search for those people
he used to see around the campus working on their
studies and also used various ZOU WhatsApp groups to
pick on team members with the best intellectual
intelligence.
“I identified students that I was observing locally from the
wi-fi corridors, and intellectually through their
contributions WhatsApp platforms. I then weighed the
intellectual, communicative, and personal credentials of
the students to come up with the COT team,” said Pullen.
He added that it was not easy though; as some of the
targeted students were telling him they were not ready to
be SRC members and turned down his invitation.
However, Pullen said he managed to convince those
whom he later coordinated into the COT team.
“Just like any other setup of discipleship, I went to them
and liaised with them and some expressed fear but I
convinced them that, we are a team, your issue is my
issue, my issue is your issue, so let us unite and create a
strong rapport between us, a formidable force that
whoever comes in between us cannot stop us. COT was
formed in the form of democracy, transformation, and
need for change, and our theme is, In Progress and
Transparency.”
Pullen who just coming out of the long-serving Vendors
for Hope SRC led the team (long-stay facilitated by the
COVID-19 Pandemic) led by the immediate past President
Davis, is envisaged as a thread of continuity for
challenges that the students have been faced with.
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His opposite Bateson said his SPARC team is geared to advocate for face to face tutorials which
were shelved as preventative measures to lessen the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and
was of the idea that there should be more clubs of innovative ideas to help students use the
knowledge acquired from the university to earn a living without the burden of searching for
employment but employment creation.
When asked why SPARC has failed to field a full team of contestants, Batison said their team
had a lot of members nationally most of whom are working members pressed that they failed
to make up the contesting team.
“We are a new committee here at Zimbabwe Open University. Some of our members are
working and they couldn’t contest for posts here and that is the reason we fielded just four of
our members,” Bateson said.
As we chatted with Batison on the First Floor of the ZOU Harare-Chitungwiza campus, a handful
of supporters were chanting slogans in support of their teams. The polling station was quiet
and boring as there was not much activity. Observers were silently sitting eagerly waiting for
voters who came in drips. Vote casting for the other posts ended around lunch hour and only
that of the president were still being cast up to 4 pm.
Voting ended at 4 pm, counting of votes was done in the presence of both teams as they waited
for results. Nine seats were uncontested. The COT team won wiped all the posts on offer
resoundingly leaving the SPARC team clutching on air.
The Deputy Regional director gave the incoming team welcome remarks, in his speech he
encouraged unity and advised students to work with the SRC. In his closing remarks, The
Administrator emphasized discipline shunning bad behavior, and urged all SRC members to
lead by example.

NATIONAL SRC

National SRC holds final executive meeting
By FAINOS

“THE MEDIA GUY” MAZDA

The National Student Representative Council (SRC) held its final executive meeting in Mashonaland
West’s capital Chinhoyi at Chinhoyi University Hotel from the 10th-12th of March 2022. The core
business was to report on the progress made in the SRC’s term of office from 2020 as well as make
recommendations to be brought forward to the incoming council.
The event was graced by the Dean of Students “mama ve boys” Mrs. Thandiwe Chivasa, the “Senior
Student” Mr. Elias Mberi the Manager, Center for Student Management, Mr. Esau Hwande the Liaison
Officer, Mrs. Tafadzwa Mahobvera the Call Center Consultant, and the hosting region’s acting Student
Advisor Mr. Gondo. The first day saw the national bursar Dr. Shoko presenting on the monetary
issues as well as highlighting the successes and developments done by Zimbabwe Open University so
far as well as the university’s targeted goals with the major one being the goal of the Harare region
moving to the Hatcliffe campus this year.
With the ten regions holding their respective SRC elections, sections 9.3.3 and 9.3.4 of the SRC
constitution says that “No member of the Union shall be an office bearer for more than two terms
consecutively” and “The President shall serve for only two terms consecutively if voted for” These clauses of
the Constitution brought some confusion on how long a term of office was, especially taking into
consideration that Covid-19 had some impact on the academic calendar. Dr. Kasuso who is the
national acting legal manager harmoniously helped in resolving the matter. Kapuso also assisted in
amending the constitution that is going to be finally done by a set committee.
Regional representatives gave reports on what transpired throughout their term of office in their
respective provinces. Due to Covid-19, many if not all regions did not perform to the best level they
anticipated as the bubonic plague could not allow the holding of sporting activities and many other
events that require physical meetings. Covid-19 era is the new normal and the National SRC President
Moses Sibanda encouraged the regions to think outside of the box and come up with activities that
can be done or how the planned activities may be carried to effect during the pandemic.
Despite the Covid-19 challenges, there have been several activities and clubs that have been
organized and run. ODEL Voice is one of them, which is a student newsletter that seeks to bring to
the fore student stories as seen from the student lens and the same shared through a newsletter
platform for the general populace’s consumption. ODEL Voice has so far published six editions. The
secretary for information and publicity John Kanjera applauded the newsletter and its operations.
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Arrupe Inter-Varsity Debate 2021 tournament in which team ZOU came out fourth out of the sixteen
institutions that participated. The union also managed to purchase a wifi router and a tablet to help
the daily services of the national call center. Kanjera said that “information and communication are
key to the student's life and the heart of open distance learning”. The university together with other
institutions also attended the National Youth Day and clean-up campaign held at the Robert Mugabe
Square in Harare on 21 February.
The institution was also encouraged to scale up the use of Brail and Rail for students with disabilities.
Sibanda presented his presidential report and applauded the N-SRC’s team efforts in negotiating the
payment of the staggering fee for students which was reduced to 0 % for registration. This move has
seen many students registering amid the financial constraints that many are going through. Sibanda
also recommended to the university to make use of the online system by having orientation even for
virtual students as well as introducing electronic voting on the Myvista portal. He went on to applaud
the regions for the successful Covid-19 awareness and vaccination campaigns they held. The
campaigns went miles in creating the ZOU awareness in the communities as the general public
responded very well to the vaccination programs.
Mrs. Chivasa gave the vote of thanks and expressed gratitude to the N-SRC for the good job they did
in trying to make ZOU a better institution. She also encouraged the students to continue loving one
another as well as to take care of their loved ones. “Continue to take care of your loved ones and your
parents. They might be old but they raised you and may look like they don’t know a lot but the
wisdom they have is very much and if we keep on respecting them, we can continue to prosper in
life,” she said.
The two-day session came to an end with the N-SRC visiting Mashonaland West regional campus
housed in Chinhoyi. The delegation was led by the regional SRC President John Kanjera and Mr.
Gondo. The delegation managed to talk to the Regional Director Dr. Mugabe and discussed at length
some changes that need to be done for the campus in a bid to attain a better status.
From the regional campus, they took a breather from the National SRC business and visited the
mystical Chinhoyi Caves which is one of the beautiful heritage sites and attractions that the land of
Zimbabwe boasts.

fainosmadziva@gmail.com
+263713 541 027 / +263 777 890 771
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‘….YOUR VOTE YOUR GUN TO SAFEGUARD OUR
INDEPENDENCE’ ~ PRESIDENT

The President of the Republic of Zimbabwe, His
Excellency Cde Emmerson Dambudzo Mnangagwa

By Ephinos Takawira
President Emmerson Mnangagwa has said
the youth of his generation used the gun to
fight their oppressors. However, the youth of
today are no longer required to take guns but
rather cast their vote in the ballot to
safeguard the hard won independence.
These remarks were made at Robert Mugabe
Square in Harare to the youths who
converged to mark the National Youth Day
commemorations. This came at a time when
the electoral body is currently conducting a
Voter Registration Blitz. ZEC CEO Mr
Silaigwana, is on record saying that they are
targeting the youth vote and are expecting to
increase the database by up to two million
votes.
This Year’s National Youth Day Celebrations
was under the theme “Alleviating Substance
and Drug Abuse by the Youth’’. The president
called for stern action against those who
supply these dangerous substances and
drugs to the youth.

“In-order to combat this scourge, my
government has put in place the interministerial committee on drug and substance
abuse, over and above all a national drug
abuse fund has been established in the 2022
national budget”. Earlier that day the head of
state led youths from all universities and
colleges in a clean-up campaign and implored
the Youths to use National Clean-up day to
share information toward the fight against
drug abuse.
“…over and above cleaning our environment,
the time to de-toxify and clean the minds
from drugs and other social ills is now” he
said.

Present from ZOU was our National President
Mr Moses Sibanda, National Secretary for
Information, Mr John Kanjera and regional
representatives. Other universities in
attendance were the University of Zimbabwe,
Great Zimbabwe, and NUST among others.

POETRY
UNITY - AN OPEN
MYSTERY.
BY REV K M DUBE

Unity is the opposite of strife
Strife divides and disables the resourceful
But, what unites unity? U.N.I.T.Y.
Who will unite the diverse and who will
reconcile the opposite?
Conflict has thrashed our hopes; we can no
longer benefit from each other!
Although we cannot live all alone!
Sects, parties and others multiplying day by
day!
No umpire brings the fairness we all need!
We get so closer only to spy, label, accuse and
betray,
Alas! That's the unity we know, sing and
cherish!
It's not existent to model
Unity is a package of Tolerance, Humility,
Love and Sacrifice!
It cannot be achieved in a cloud of personal
turmoil and insecurity!
It is harvested, from the toil of the committed
to unity.
Unity is faked where there is coercion to Love.
Sooner, it explodes as rebellion.

Blessed are peacemakers, for in the inevitability
of turbulence, they calm every roar!
It is suspicious to have peacekeepers carry
weapons.
Where there is unity, colour is decoration, tribe
is the skilled brother.
There we are! Together as one
Prosperity flows naturally from the bonds of
Unity.
Each giving for others freely without extorting
for the ego.
Avariciousness is squashed!
Where is Unity? Who will Unite us?
Who will begin if not you and me alone and by
ourselves?
Unity! Unity! Unity! We don't have another
option if we will live!
Who will bring the Unity we so desperately
need?
It is the mature, who are ready to make others
champions,
Without fear of the success of the rest as they
rest assured that they are champion makers
above champions!
Unity is truly a mystery, a possible proposal at
the same time a near impossible practicality.

POETRY
THE DARKNESS THAT
LURKS IN THE DARK.
BY TEMBA MUNSAKA

Darkness is not just a state of affairs but
more importantly it is a presence;
of whimsical creatures that pervade the
crevasses of sanity.
Darkness is more than just a color!
It is a tangible space of cognitive wars.
I have learnt to metabolise it,
to behold and harness it,
to make sense of it,
and to master it.
In the solitude and absence of
companionship and unfrequented spaces,
it nestled its roe in my lair,
only to hatch fingerlings in a huff,
it's eggs never run out of foetuses!
At each turn,
I find a confluence of creatures.
They crawl out from every fissure,
the fracture in my grey matter is the milt,
and the state of being lonely is the roe.
I perceive the darkness all around me,
trying to entrap me in my disequilibrium.

It is the conjectures that are anecdotal,
the thoughts mired in quagmire,
prejudiced at every concave.
Being different means alienation,
reticent I become,
my cognitive, my solace,
calligraphy my detox,
lexicons my nightmare,
my allegorical epigrams and aphorisms are an
attempt to bring homeostasis.
A psychical trip to the backyard of banishment,
A disturbance in the higher cortexes.
I have zilch social skills,
I blossom in solitude
and thrive on melancholy, alas, unwittingly!
But then;
Autistic is artistic!
ADAPTED FROM THE BOOK, “DISJOINTED
RHYTHM - REFLECTIONS OF A DEMENTED
SCRIBE”

NHETEMBO
MASHOKO EHUPENYU MAKUKUTU
ANOWANIKA NGUVA DZOSE
NA
CHARLOTTE TUDHE MUTAMBARA

Kupota nekoko vonzi nhai chikomana unoziva kuti takabveneko kumhunga hakunapwa
Nekoko kwohi kwayi gudo rakakwira mawere kwasvipa
Ukasvika nekoko kohwi kwayi chisikana svike pano ndikubaire zanhi.
Zvino nhasi ndinoti:
Zvipe kanguva udzamise pfungwa semunhu ari kufunganya
Vabvezera ive!!! mashoko echenjedzo vakapihwa.

Zvino unoti kudii nehwako hupenyu.

Ndihwo hu celebrity here hwekumisidzana navadzidzisi
Ungazvirove dundundu kuti vavapa stress.
Ko - panopera gore ndozvauchahamba nazvo here kuti mutoriro neguka unomazviziva.

Vakaiteiyiwo gore rino?voti "ndakudzi baba, ndaa amai".
Kopane angarwa nema drugs here. Iye guka ndiye angato kupedza. Vabvuma kupera here kuti
udzi wakapenga.

ZOU ACADEMIC NEWS
MEETING OF ACADEMIC DEADLINES BY THE ZIMBABWE OPEN
UNIVERSITY, A MATTER OF CONCERN
BY-CHIKUVADZE TARUSENGA VINCENT (Cell 0776164000)
Most students across the Zimbabwe Open
Universitys Regions raised concerns over the
Universitys failure to meet its set deadlines
without justifications communicated to the
students.
It is imperative to note that most students
went to examinations that commenced on 27
September 2021 without all assignment
results. Media (Honours) (2:2) students, as an
example, sat for exams without Script writing
assignment results. Students were
continuously visiting the My Vista portal
checking for their coursework results but
nothing was posted.
This truly became an issue on the part of
students. It is very hard to go to an
examination without knowing how much one
scored on his or her course work. At the end
of the day, one would not know how much
energy to burn in an examination to achieve
his or her targeted or desired examination
grade. This honestly affected students
planning process and academic performance
in one way or the other.
On the same note, Universitys
correspondence which was originated by the
Academic Registry clearly stated 15 October
2021 as a publication date for August 2021

results. As if that was not enough, the University
again did not meet the deadline, and no
communication was given to the students.
It must be put on record that students would
have that zeal to have their assignment and
examination results timeously as stated. There is
no doubt that on the set deadline, students
would purchase data bundles and frequently
visit the My Vista portal to access their results
but to no good.
The University is encouraged to take the issue of
communication seriously in case there would be
some obstacles in meeting the set deadlines.
Some obstacles would be probably beyond its
control, for example network issues, this must
be on record. The University is referred to by
other organizations such as Econet Zimbabwe,
whenever it faces challenges on the network or
other issues, it immediately advises its clients
about it's challenges and apologises accordingly
for the inconveniences caused. This has to be
the norm with the University as an organization
and institution of higher learning in Zimbabwe.
It is therefore high time that the University is
reminded of the definition and importance of
deadlines in academic journeys. Deadline is a
date on or before which something must be
finished. For example, the University promised
to publish examination results on 15 October
2021, that's a deadline.
TO PAGE 13
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Harare Region gets
MuNhanga/Gota/Ixhiba naAmai
BY Fainos “the media guy” Madziva
(BAHMS 3.1)
Scores of tertiary students converged at
Belvedere Technical Teachers' College (BTTC)
in Harare on February 1, 2022 to attend the
First Lady Amai Auxillia Mnangagwa’s
“Dzidziso yaAmai muNhanga/Gota/Ixhiba
yevachirikuyaruka” program. ZOU HarareChitungwiza region students were part of the
event.
Amai Mnangagwa has taken the program to
the 10 provinces of the country as she seeks
to revive and revamp the cultural norms and
values, preserving the ‘ubuntu’ of the
Zimbabwean people. It is also designed to
confront social problems affecting the youths
like issues to do with drug and alcohol abuse.
The students were grouped into two with the
ladies attending ‘munhanga’ and being taught
among other issues smartness and hygiene
with the mother of the nation being the main
speaker. In the gota, the males were taken
through life skills by the elders and the
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of
Tertiary Education Dr T Chitepo. They were
taught on how to be responsible man,
courtship and the steps to be taken when one
is about to get married. Both groups were
also taught on developing themselves and
concentrating more on their education.
In her speech, the First Lady encouraged the
students to take care of themselves and avoid
the use of drugs, which is a ‘pandemic amid
the COVID19 global pandemic’ that has hit the
country. She urged the youth to continue
towards focusing towards a bright future as

Contd from page 12
Deadlines are vital in the planning process, either
academic work or employment activities. Life
activities are governed by deadlines and
therefore they must be observed. Where
necessary, deadlines can be adjusted to avoid
clashes in some instances.
The University is thus advised that in case it fails
to meet its deadline, there must be
correspondence to students so that trust and
mutual understanding prevails for both parties.
Likewise, if students fail to meet deadlines, they
must communicate with Program Coordinators to
create academic harmony and avoid penalties
emanating from failure to submit assignments
when they are due.
****

they are the leaders for today and tomorrow.
Social media has also been argued to have
contributed to the dilution of morals. It is a good
tool for social development but needs to be used
wisely.
One of the ZOU students, Makaita Saita who is
studying Psychology was thrilled with the event
and said that the program can go a long way in
alleviating drug abuse as she herself has seen
the dangers posed on the students and the
society by these substances.
MuNhanga/Gota/Ixhiba gave Harare region
students to mingle with fellow students from
other institutions like the University of
Zimbabwe, Harare Polytechnic College, Catholic
University, Masasa Industrial College, Danhiko,
the host BTTC, Harare Institute of Technology.
Also in attendance was the Deputy Minister of
Youth, Sport, Art and Recreation Tino
Machakaire, the Minister of State for Provincial
Affairs and Devolution (Harare Province) Oliver
Chidawu.

ZOU SPORTS
MUTARE POET KIGALI BOUND
by CHARLOTTE TUDHE MUTAMBARA
TALENTED and versatile Mutare poet Shingirai Manyengavana is headed to Kigali, Rwanda
for the Africa Youth Leadership and Entrepreneurship Conference that he hopes will help
him grow as a leader and transform his art into a profitable business.
The 2017 Outstanding Poet National Arts Merit Awards (NAMA) Nominee, Published Writer,
Spoken Word Artist, Theatre Practitioner, and Filmmaker will be the only delegate from
Manicaland in the May 2022 three-day conference.
Manyengavana said this presented him with an opportunity to jumpstart his career and
assist the growth and development of the performing arts sector, especially for young
people as he hopes to learn from the experiences of fellow youths from across the
African continent.
“This is an opportunity for me to grow as a thought leader and entrepreneur. I hope to
learn from others across the continent on how l can also make my art profitable,”
Manyengavana said.
He said the conference will introduce participants to innovative approaches to leadership
and economic development, equipping participants with critical skills and connecting
them with values from other African countries which can serve as inspiration for future
engagements.
“We’ll be introduced to perspectives and practices that can be exercised in leadership for
social change and development.
“Participants will develop strategies to engage others and mobilize change with,” the
versatile artist said of the instructor-led conference. He said the training would equip
them with transferable knowledge and skills which he hopes to share with colleagues
upon his return, to develop their communities.
“I hope to impart knowledge and skills to the other youths and so that the youths can
develop the community,” Manyengavana said of his plans.
The accomplished artist is a First-Year Student of Bachelor of Arts Honors in Media
Studies at Zimbabwe Open University and a JAC Film School (UK) student majoring in
Film Writing and Directing. He said he got the invitation to the event on merit.
“There was a call for youths to participate and respondents were asked a set of questions
that they answered online. There was then a series of interviews that were conducted
after applying and I thank God for the successful application.”
In Filmmaking, Shingirai Manyengavana is a budding Film Director and Scriptwriter who is
fascinated by African stories because he feels they are ‘filled with life and vibrancy.’

ZOU ACADEMIC NEWS
SNIPPET INTO PSYCHOLOGY
By SELINA NYAMBAYO
personality traits. Whereas, children are known
to reach developmental milestones at nonidentical periods. Furthermore, our thought
processes are not alike which results in people
having varied emotional states.

Many times when I mention that I am a
psychology student people get uneasy
because they think I can read their minds.
Relax people! Psychology is not telepathy.
Instead it is a systematic study of the
relationship between the mind and behavior
taking
into
cognizance
the
biological
influences, social pressures and environmental
factors that affect how people think, act and
feel (K. Cherry 2020). Psychology offers an
opportunity to know more about yourself and
your environment. As well as equipping people
with a vast wealth of knowledge into their
actions, psychology helps people gain as well
as gaining an appreciation on how and why
other people act in dissimilar ways.
Humans are unique consequently their
behavior is also different. Psychology is that
discipline that seeks to answer why and how
this uniqueness exists and find means on how
people can live in harmony despite their
differences. Research has shown that humans
have varied motivational drives as well as

As a discipline, and for it to be relevant, it came
up with diverse subdivisions of specialty which
encompasses all these variations, for instance,
Cognitive psychology which focuses on human
thought processes as well as motivation and
decision making. In the case of child
development
there
is
Developmental
psychology which studies human growth and
development from birth to death, how one
acquires cognitive abilities and the formation
of one’s identity.
Clinical psychology is playing a very pertinent
role during this era of Covid-19 pandemic and
ever escalating cases of drug abuse by
addressing issues to do with mental illness and
psychological disorders by focusing on
assessment, diagnosis, and treatment of these
psychopathologies. Thus psychology is not
telepathic but it can detect and predict a
prognosis when it comes to mental health
issues.
There are many types of psychology besides
the above mentioned, like for instance,
Environmental
psychology,
Community
psychology and Neuropsychology just to
mention but a few. At this juncture, for the
purpose of demystifying psychology these will
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suffice.
Having
discussed
some
branches
of
psychology, we now need to find out how
psychology is applied in our lives. Wherever
people interact, be it for pleasure, learning,
business or even for worship, psychology is at
play. In education, for instance, learning
materials have to be formulated in a manner
that will cater to everyone’s learning needs, be
it slow learners, fast learners and some with
learning disabilities. Psychology goes a step
further in also preparing modules that are
used to equip teachers in how to handle
learners’ educational demands.
However, psychology is more prominent in the
health sector, especially with issues to do with
mental health. It assists the health personnel
in coming up with ways and means on how to
assess, diagnose, treat and prevent. With drug
abuse being rife, psychology formulates and
does researches on contemporary ways on
how to alleviate mental health issues due to,
for example any form of abuse.
Psychology contributes positively to a lot of
spheres in our lives when it is administered by
qualified practitioners to uphold the ethical
values of the profession. This helps in
protecting the public from the ignorant
charlatans, who do not have the right
qualifications to offer the much-needed
service.
I hope the snippet introduction to psychology
has invoked an interest to want to know more
about this awesome discipline.

ARTS & CULTURE

POWER OF THE TONGUE BY LENNY ZONDO
Words of thanks giving and cursing come out from the same mouth. My brothers and sisters this
should not happen!! James 3 verse 10, Good News Bible.
Every human being has a tongue in the mouth. The tongue has a number of functions it performs
in real life. Among other functions, the tongue plays a pivotal role when eating. When one has no
tongue in the mouth can hardly speak nor taste food. The tongue can be used for speaking. In
whatever function the tongue is used for, it is very powerful.
From the scripture above, one can argue that saints use their tongue in church services to
preach, testify, sing, pray and many more. After church service later during the day, the same
tongue will be used to curse, offend, insult, lie and fight people. The multi-million question is, as a
Christian, simply, can a banana tree bear sweet as well as chilly bananas?
In James 3 verse 8, we are told that true Christians must be able to tame their spoken words
(edit). The bible tells us that an uncontrolled spoken word, especially one emotionally uttered, is
evil and full of deadly poison. Can an evil and poisonous word pour from the mouth of a real
Christian?
On the other hand, the tongue has the power to build a relationship. Many people today are
happy as a result of the influence of the tongue. Many business deals have been facilitated
because of the sweetness of the tongue. As a matter of fact, one has reached a destination as a
result of powerful use of tongue. The tongue is very powerful all the time.
In contrary, many relationships have turned salty as a result of negative impacts of the tongue
(evil and poisonous). Emotions, angers, hatred and fights have been triggered just by a simple
one evil word. Some have lost their jobs, dignity, and status just to mention a few, simply because
they have been quoted out of context. The power of tongue is the cause of most of our
problems.
As a Christian, be careful on how you use your tongue in all situations. When the situation in
hand calls for poisonous and evil response, silence and walking away is the best cure. Every word
said comes from the bottom of the heart, if the word is in love, it’s a pure heart, if it’s poisonous,
it’s an evil heart. As a genuine saint, mind the power of your tongue.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THEOLOGICAL TRAINING IN THE WAKE
OF RELIGIOUS DRUNKENNESS.

BY REV KM DUBE
Religion is a compass to an unknown world,
yet it is impossible to separate it from
humanity and his daily existence. It is slightly
questionable if our reasons can justify its
practice nor is it easy to deal away with it!
Digging deeper into religious practice,
confusing
and
outright
contradictory
phenomena is the order. The media is awash
with crazy and questionable worship practices
that startle the observers who live to watch
such mischief go unchallenged and some feel
for that diligently. This begs the question, "Is it
a genuine belief system or religious
drunkenness?" The bitter herbs are believed to
bring required relief while the sweet ones are
suspect? Abnormal behavior and practices are
sanctified or certified as better antidotes than
being normal.
Paloutzin (1966:11) asserts that "...men have
earnestly affirmed and contradicted almost
every idea and form of conduct. In the long
history of religion appears chastity and sacred
prostitution, feasting and fasting, intoxication
and prohibition, dancing and sobriety, human
sacrifice and saving of lives in orphanages and
hospitals, superstition and education, poverty
and wealth endowments, prayer wheels and
silent worship, gods and demons, one God and
many gods, attempts to escape the world and
reforming the world. How can such diametrical
oppositions all be religious?"

It is the vices that make religious practice
unattractive.
Who
can
reasonably
say
prostitution is noble? Maybe silent worship, is it
not near meaningless? Who can cheer at a
human sacrifice if not a grip of gloom and fear?
Who may not embrace education to follow
unproved superstition? If religion is plausible,
the practice thereof must be reasonable hence
the need for theological training that will help
debunk the religious good from contradiction
and counterfeits.
Religious practice must influence change of
people's attitudes, and moral conduct. Apparent
benefits must be ethical, moral standards
positively
articulated.
Change
and
transformation, whether personal or corporate
must be evident for the good of all, discipline,
from self-discipline to proper standards and
regulation of the conscience instilling adorable
values.
The place of bizarre elements such as eating of
grass and eating of live serpents are
dehumanizing and uncalled for in any religious
tradition. Whether you may like it or not, it is
only in a drunken stupor that such events can be
celebrated. It's a shame to any reasonable
people. The question is, "why do people flock,
intrigued to such religious gatherings?" Are they
hypnotized or demonized? Either, I prefer
religious drunkenness and such extremities do
not stand for true religion but counterfeit.
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The intellectual dimension of religion where
knowledge regulates attitudes and critical
evaluation brings the reasonableness of
religion, the practice of religion must resonate
well with the principles of nature. Even the
Bible brings out some strange phenomena,
like baking bread using human waste for
energy, the offering of Isaac by Abraham, the
prophesying of King Saul while "naked" and
"drunkenness" of the disciples on the day of
Pentecost in the book of Acts. A close analysis
will show us that some of the above events
were either symbolic mimes or expressions
meant to send a message to the people or a
demonstration of grand principles of the faith
although the actual practice was never
performed as in the case of the sacrifice of
Isaac. Misinterpretation of the observers who
had nothing to do with what was happening
was also inevitable. Peter explained on the
Acts event of the outpouring of the Spirit on
the day of Pentecost, that gives us a firm
narrative that religion must be reasonable and
without drunkenness.

aftermath. There is religious frenzy
punctuated with expressions of joy and
happiness similar to drunkenness but, it is
more decent and orderly as seen in the book
of Acts. Observers compared it with "wine
drunkenness" yet that could not give a warrant
for faith adherents to get drunk anyhow, it
takes theological analysis to interpret and set
parameters for proper religious practice.

Religious drunkenness is bizarre and dubious
religious activities that have left more
confusion than solutions in people's lives.
Fraudulent activities that have robbed citizens
of their meager incomes, promising heaven
while delivering hell all in a cloud of religious
stupor. They always promise people what their
gods are but not always willing to give freely!
One apostle called it, "dzungu position"
(hypnotized condition) I prefer to call it
"religious drunkenness." A drunken person is
known to do what he can't believe nor account
for after his drunkenness and in many cases,
the person may be found regretting the

The very same token of publicity is enough
panaceas to purge extremists and at least alert
one among many after drunken stupor as this
may knock sense for a while in one's head. Karl
Marx said that "religion is the opium of the
people" but there is no need to remain drunk
all the days of your life. The Bible demands
abstinence from toxic drink so that one may
not impede sound judgment. Dogmatic,
uneducated and uncritical followers of religion
usually
become
victims
of
religious
drunkenness. They never evaluate the
messages of their prophets or their
credentials. The unreasonableness of the blind

Religious drunkenness is extremism in
religious practice. It is drunkenness because
practitioners are not necessarily mad persons
but reasonable fellows doing unreasonable
things with impunity. In most cases, they
choose to intimidate people with witchcraft or
curses.
Most
intellectuals
fear
the
unreasonableness of religion and would need
to debunk the parameters, facts and reasons
behind, acts that contradict human dignity in
the name of religion? Religious drunkenness
and drunken practices must be arrested and
quarantined in the same way just like all other
abuses are curbed.
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followers becomes their fate and they always
own their drunken decisions.
Knowledge empowers and reasoning develops
through training and application of oneself to
research and learning. Learn to unmask
deception, improve your practice, draw
parameters of activities and discern the
differences!!
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The sun smiled on her body
and turned her skin into a
little
chocolate
factory,
several shades of dazzling
black complexion, a black
beauty she is.
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DAWÑ OF THE QUEEN
BY NKOSANA PULLEN

Everjoy Chirango is a fourth
year
Development
Studies
student at ZOU and has proven
to be a model with intellect,
beauty, and integrity. From
humble beginnings, she was
raised and grew up in
Highfields in a family of four,
where she is the only daughter.
She has pursued her dream
with a passion so bold that it
makes one glance at her
undying ambition. Through her
many years of transitioning, she
has developed herself in
numerous ways, one of which
involves
caring
for
the
underprivileged. She spreads
her beautiful message never to
give up on dreams because,
#truelimitationiswithinthemind
set #Aladywithamilliondreams,
who can stop her? She is among
the faces of fully emancipated
women. In her modeling career,
she has made tremendous
impact through various sectors
such as fashion. In 2020 she
scooped the Miss Grand Harare
Best Talent.

Another feather to her cap,
she has started her own
company
known
as
EveBespokeApparel which is
making gigantic steps in the
fashion
world.
EveBeSpokeApparel
is
of
influence in the fashion
world, her hopes include
opening a modeling agency,
and some day becoming a
Hollywood actress, as well as
to resuscitate the Miss
Universe Zimbabwe which
has not been quite taken
seriously lately. Eve’s advice
to the community is that you
should never give up on your
dreams.
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BEAUTY WITH BRAINS

BY TINASHE MUCHURI
Beauty is to some a key to access impossible opportunities. However beauty alone without
sharpened brains is poisonous. It is not beneficial to the society. Without brains, beauty may
become useless, though beauty is in the eyes of the beholder. Education without play is rigid
and not creative. Play is paramount to learning to both the young and the old. Above all,
identifying your abilities early helps you to choose the right learning path and career route. In
this article, ODEL Voice's Tinashe Muchuri chats with one of the ZOU alumni who is making it in
the field of her choice. Nancy Dzviti whose career as a marketer started as a model, discovered
everything that she liked to do in her life was selling and making products known to the
customers. Motion pictures are known to be marketing tools aiding marketers to expose culture
products to other nations far and wide. Nancy dived into it like what a duck does into water. On
December 10, 2020 one of the productions she participated in was Rujeko which premiered on
Play Africa. The film was produced by Angel of Hope Foundation an organization run by the First
Lady Auxilia Mnangagwa, who also acted in it. In this article, Nancy chronicles her love for
modelling, marketing, student representation, and how she ventured into film.
Speaking to Muchuri through a WhatsApp chat from her new base in Masvingo, Nancy said she
made her debut in filmmaking in 2014 as Zaza in a local Zimbabwean soap series called Wenera,
now rebranded to Viva Wenera. She was 22 years then. She said venturing into filmmaking
allowed her to discover who she is.
"Film being part of my extracurricular activities shaped me to be bold and confident and due to
different characters I portray in different scenes, I discover more about myself, the other version
of me when in character," said Nancy.
Besides discovering self, Nancy said the use of drama and film helps in developing her fully in
many other ways including leadership skills and problem-solving skills.
"The use of drama and art in university education is an important activity as it leads to holistic
learning, accelerates personality development, and provides students with crucial life skills and
problem-solving skills, leadership, cooperation, and collaboration," Nancy said.
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It is said that one should select good friends and associate self with meaningful people who
add value to own life. Nancy was practical on it and her friend introduced her to a film
producer who provided her with the opportunity to appear on screen. This marked the
genesis of her story in filmmaking.
"Well the irony of the story is that in 2014 I got introduced to the Director of Talent of Steel
Production, Eddie Ndlovu. After expressing my passion for acting to a friend, she took me to
him and I auditioned for the role of Zaza in Wenera and I won the part," she said.
So far, she has featured in several films and television productions that include Family Affairs,
Amalgamated the down of legends, My choice, Failed Sacrifice, Outrage, Mukombe, Rujeko,
and Chisara.
Speaking about Rujeko the one premiered in December on Play Africa, and other productions
she featured was Chisara and Rujeko which was the first PlayAfrikaTV Original series done in
collaboration with InHouse Media, Mukandatsama Films, and Zambezi Motion Pictures. She
added that her role as Rujeko was a learning curve and an honor working with Amai
Mnangagwa, the First Lady.
"Working on Rujeko drama film was a learning curve as I shared the stage with veterans of
our acting industry which included Eddie Sandifolo, Charleen Mangweni, Jessi Mungoshi,
Aaron Chiundura Moyo, Daniel, Stella January, Zvinashe Gawe, Charles Kapfupi, and Watson
Chidzomba. The drama is a product of the Angel of Hope Foundation spearheaded by Her
Excellence the First lady Amai Auxilia Mnangagwa who was the executive producer. The story
is an expression on the fight to end early child marriages and abuse as well as an advocate
for girl child rights. Indeed it was an honour working with her and it was a beautiful project."
University learning is not only about academic education, but also equips the learner with
other human relationship skills acquired through extracurricular activities, and Nancy was
involved in student representation as a member of Zimbabwe Open University Harare Chitungwiza Region which is the largest among the eleven regions of this higher education
learning institute. She was not only a representative of students but a participant in many of
the activities.
"As a marketing student, I was highly active in drama, social clubs, and sports. I am also a
former student representative council member with the title of Secretary for Health and
Social Welfare, and a former 2nd Princess Miss Zimbabwe Open University Harare Region
2017 Contest," she said.
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Speaking on her role as a model at ZOU, Nancy said it gave her the opportunity to assist the
needy in the community, noting that modelling is not about displaying beauty in the media
but about representing the people in various needy spaces.
"Modelling is about being a role model and ambassador for the community you represent.
It's about giving back to that community. I believe you are not a model until you engage
yourself in philanthropic work. In the Office of Miss Zou 2017 we managed to do several
campaigns which included pad campaigns for those underprivileged girls who could not
afford buying their pads to use during the periods. We also acquired donations from other
students in form of stationery, food, and clothing for the less privileged and orphans in
Epworth," explained Nancy.
Before being crowned the 2nd Princess at Miss ZOU, she was involved in other philanthropic
work after joining Zimgossip, a modeling agency run by Mercy Mushaninga of the Miss Curvy
Pageant.
"Apart from the Queen's office I have been doing philanthropic work, and in 2014 we painted
a house for a 64-year-old widow in Glen Norah C under the banner Models paint for Charity
which is housed by Zimgossip Modeling Agency under Mercy Mushaninga," narrated Nancy.
She added that she is a member of the Revelation Fellowship Trust, an organization that
cares for orphans and the less privileged by sourcing school fees, stationery and voluntarily
teaching them for free in Kuwadzana. She calls upon all those willing to assist for this cause
to get in touch with her, with whatever they have no matter how small it is, for no assistance
is too small as every grain of wheat adds up to a full meal.
Speaking on student representation, Nancy said though it is difficult, teamwork makes it very
easy. "Well representing more than 5000 student needs is not as easy as sipping a cup of
coffee, but due to good teamwork and effective delegation of work we managed to assist
students both as SRC and on a personal level. I would like to personally thank my team who
made the job seem easy and fun, our President Vitalis Makaza, Vice President Admire
Mupiwanashe, Secretary General Imani, Treasure Gloria R Muchenu, and the late Apton Guta
(may his soul rest in peace) who was the Minister of Sports and Entertainment."
All this she said started when she went to Model Management International Agency school
and attained a certificate in Elite Modelling and Grooming Course 2012, after realizing that
everything that she does is either selling and or marketing, hence she felt the need to study
further to help enhance her career.She is now a sales and marketing officer for Central
Mechanised Engineering Department (CMED).
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It is with such a heavy heart that I pen down this emotional
script of suicide instead of writing about jubilation or
inspirational stories. Globally, suicide is regarded as one of
the leading causes of death and is considered a public health
and social issue.

Teenagers and adolescents, compared to adults, are mostly
being found as victims of suicide which has raised alarm to
health officials. Suicide ideation can occur when a person
feels that they are no longer able to cope with an
overwhelming situation. This could stem from rotten
relationships, family conflicts, academic failure, financial
problems, and psychological disorders such as depression,
the death of a loved one, rejection, emotional and physical
abuse, or unemployment. Suicide rates differ between boys
and girls. Girls think about and attempt suicide about twice as
often as boys, and tend to attempt suicide by overdosing on
drugs or cutting themselves. Yet boys die by suicide about
four times as often as girls, and experts think this is because
they tend to use more lethal methods.

It is difficult to detect warning signs of suicide, but it's still
possible to notice suicide thoughts among teens. For
example, teens who are thinking about suicide might:
1. Isolate themselves from others (friends and family)
2. Talk about suicide or death in general.
3. Write songs, poems, or letters about death, separation, and
loss.
4. Engage in risk-taking behaviors.
5. Low self-esteem, having mood shifts, and negative
affirmations
6. Engage or increase the use of drugs and alcohol
consumption.
According to the World Health Organisation, almost 800 000
people die from suicide every year, this roughly corresponds
to one death every 40 seconds.
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STOP SUICIDE
Zimbabwe does indeed have one of the highest suicide
rates in the world while two unofficial sources appear
to show that in Zimbabwe in 2021, Zimbabwe was in
the top 10 of the highest suicide rates in the world. A
Zimbabwe Republic Police Official said a total of 129
suicide cases were recorded in a period of three
months, from January to March 2019 in Zimbabwe.
Most of these suicide cases were recorded in
Universities. In 2021 alone, most suicide cases
recorded in universities were related to rotten
relationships and heartbreaks.

According to public health experts, suicide must be
treated as both a mental and a public health issue. Itai
Rusike, a public health expert says: “There is an evident
need to expand the availability of a range of mental
health services and capacities to manage the spectrum
of disorders, stresses, anxieties and suicidal ideas
affecting an increased number of people including the
young ones as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic
anxieties and stresses. We need to prioritize the
prevention of mental ill-health and investment to
tackle drivers of mental stress.” Health professionals
say depression and anxiety have become increasingly
prevalent in today’s college students, with mental
health issues being the biggest barriers to doing well in
school. The development has left experts calling for
counseling programs to assist troubled students as
they fear the trend might go down to secondary and
primary institutions.
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LIFESTYLE & HEALTH
MENTAL HEALTH AND ACADEMICS
bY TSITSI GRACE MPOFU

University students are faced with a lot of problems in the current
economic and social atmosphere with their academic, professional and/or
personal lives leading to problems with their mental wellness. Whatever
the cause of the problems maybe, their state of mind directly affects their
academic performance. As such, students need to get help with mental
health issues before the onset of every semester.
WHAT IS MENTAL WELLNESS?
It is a state of wellbeing where an individual realizes his or her abilities,
copes with the normal stresses of life, works productively and fruitfully
and makes contributions to his or her surroundings (WHO 2014). It also
includes subjective wellbeing, perceived self-autonomy, competence,
intergenerational dependence, and self-actualization of one's intellectual
and emotional potential. Mental health problems therefore are when an
individual fails to cope with stress levels and this affects negatively his/her
basic lifestyle choices, goals and/or routines.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE MENTALLY UNWELL AND HOW DOES IT AFFECT
STUDENTS?
Mental health problems can affect a student’s energy level, concentration,
dependability, mental ability, and optimism thus hindering performance.
Lower grades have been associated with depression as they may trigger
higher stress levels, anxiety, lower self-esteem and/or anger which may
lead to depression.
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On the other hand depression has also been known to result in poor
academic performance. Individuals who suffer from depression due to
personal issues may find themselves unable to concentrate on their
studies or their general academic performance deteriorating leading to
lower grades.
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF MENTAL ILLNESS
~withdrawal from social circles
~ excessive consumption of food
~ insomnia
~ not enjoying activities they once loved
~ not attending classes, discussions, or social outings
~ aggressiveness
~ experiencing extreme sadness over a relationship in their life
~ reacting negatively or with empathy to most things
~ changes in dressing
~ Substance abuse (drugs and alcohol)
~sex drive changes
~often talking about suicide or death
WHAT TO DO WHEN FACED WITH MENTAL HEALTH CHALLENGES?
~Approach the student Counsellor provided at campus or visiting the
counselling clinic at your region
~Find a friend, relative or confidant to speak to who will understand your
problem
~Seek professional Psychological therapy from either a Clinical or
Counselling Psychologist or as recommended.
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TIPS TO MAINTAIN A HEALTHY MIND
~exercising regularly
~getting plenty of sleep
~Finding a confidant to share
problems with when stress levels are
high
~staying mentally active
~remaining socially involved
~eating a Mediterranean diet
LET'S PRIORITISE MENTAL HEALTH!
#psychewisewecan

CAREERS
Career Guidance
by Sharon
The white ZUPCO bus roared
to a standstill at the George
Shops
Terminus
(in
Highlands...or whatever) at
exactly seven o’clock. The
motley
crowd
surged
forward and in single file,
they got into the bus.
I stood next to a Police
Woman. I looked at her once,
twice, and third time to see
observe her well. She was
presentable. I started asking
myself questions that I had no
answers for
but, finally, I
gathered courage to ask,
‘Excuse me, madam, what
motivated you to become a
Police Woman?’, She smiled at
me and spoke softly, ‘Well,
soldiers are born soldiers’. I
said to myself, ‘Yes some are
born soldiers, but some
become such, through passion
and some are forced by
situations’. I wasn’t sure of
whom I wanted to become and
yes I needed help.

”So how do you see yourself in
the next 5 years? What is your
passion? “These were some of
the
hardest
questions
I
struggled to give answers to. I
am sure the Career Guidance
Expert
had
a
booklet
programmed with questions in
her head, she hit me left, right,
and center until I decided I
wanted to be a Journalist.
Because some careers are
being stereotyped by societies
as the only successful paths in
life, many people tend to
choose to become Doctors,
Lawyers,
or
Chartered
Accounts. It is not surprising
that only a few become who
they said they wanted to be
due to varying factors like
Gender,
Race,
or
Class,
consequently, some careers
even cease to exist in some
societies. However, this 21st
century has become an era
that proves beyond reasonable
doubt that anyone can be
anything.

Career
guidance
channels
individuals in a way that helps
them acquire knowledge and
skills to decide on what career
they should follow up on
considering the impact that
career has on their social,
emotional,
and
financial
wellbeing. Taking up a career
path is like living a dream as
this helps develop your skills,
achieve measurable results
and drive individuals to greater
heights. During the process of
choosing a career path, there
is a need to especially consider
your
skills,
knowledge,
interests,
and
personality
because at the end of it you
only owe the career to
yourself. After independence
education
in
Zimbabwe
resulted in a literacy rate of
92%, however despite this
great achievement, career
choice has been overlooked
and students face difficulties in
selecting career paths. One
may realize that as they were
growing
up,
they
demonstrated
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unique talents, expression of
feelings, and behavior traits
that if channeled to the right
direction would bring out the
best in them, but what
happened? It is important to
note that people have values
and norms they subscribe to
and these influence one’s
decision in choosing a career
path. This enables them to
embrace a fully satisfying
lifestyle. Whilst one has to
choose a career the potential
job availability, training and
education may hinder one
from following his or her
dream, as durations and
budgets may not be flexible.
One might just decide to
become a Psychologist and
several factors like the costs
and the duration of the
program, passion, interest, and
job availability will ultimately
contribute to making the final
decision.
Different careers also come
along with various packages
including monetary rewards,
and your pay cheque will bring
out the kind of life you want to

live. This might influence the
extent to which you might
consider relocating. If one
decides
to
venture
into
Farming or Ranching, one
might decide where one
wishes to relocate, perhaps to
the rural areas for better
practice. In this regard, career
guidance
unleashes
entrepreneurs
with
lifechanging ideas, individuals are
able to realize their dreams,
considering various influential
pillars
surrounding
them.
Individuals who choose a
career path that is within their
interests can excel and attain
greater heights with less effort
as it is natural to them.
Career guidance provides the
requisite
knowledge
and
information on careers and
this allows individuals to be
confident and dedicated to the
choice they make. Some
specialists deliver education,
advice,
information,
and
guidance to anyone with a
vested interest in a chosen
field. They provide a one-sizefits-all approach encompassing

the
development
of
therapeutic
relationships,
defining
one's
goals,
developing room for selfexploration, job market, and
turning life themes into career
goals. In India, Edu-milestones
has been rated the best career
counseling platform with welltrained,
qualified,
and
experienced counselors, their
assessment is available in
multiple languages as well.
It’s never too late to choose a
career; the best career path is
based on personal interests,
skills, values, availability of
jobs, talent, and personality.
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Are you a think tank or a doer?
Are you artistic or are you having difficulty
with structures and routine?
Are you an introvert or an extrovert?
What are your hobbies?
Are you a leader or a follower?
Do you enjoy working with people, books or
animals?

All this helps you decide what career path to take and in
what position.

